Threewheeler world

Market capitalisation crossing USD On the testing process, it said to reposition as a durable and
high-performance three-wheeler for Nigerian roads, Stallion Auto Keke Ltd. The firm said it was
a feat no other three-wheeler had dared to gamble on since the former Lagos State governor,
Brigadier-General Mohammed Buba Marwa rtd , introduced tuk-tuk into Nigeria. The RE came
with upgraded styling, power, equipment, comfort and space. The Bajaj Keke Revolution in
Nigeria, besides reforming the strength and quality of the tricycles, made users, buyers and
their families part of the bigger plan. Furthermore, the company, in conjunction with Stallion
Rider Training School, commenced training for unemployed youths to become tricycle riders.
Focusing on driving technique and customer etiquette, periodic and preventive maintenance of
the keke, the training came with the opportunity to get hired by fleet owners and easy finance
facility to own their own Keke. The first edition of the training was held on October 28, , with 55
prospects and there have been many on a weekly basis. Stallion Bajaj embarked on an
expansive youth empowerment programme for 3-wheeler mechanics across the country, driven
in five towns with more than 1, enrolled mechanics and their families. The enrolment involved
65 mechanics from Enugu, 57 from Bauchi, 58 from Hadejia, 46 from Port Harcourt and 65 from
Kano, with technicians getting a wide range of opportunities, while family members have fun
with COVID protocols followed. Download Vanguard News App. Tuesday 23 February. Follow
vanguardngrnews. Breaking News. Kindly Share This Story:. All rights reserved. Next Post Rice
millers express fear, raise alarm over massive smuggling of foreign rice. Disclaimer Comments
expressed here do not reflect the opinions of vanguard newspapers or any employee thereof.
This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks. The exclusive web-store for all parts
three-wheeler related. Our store is powered by community vendors that love trikes just like you
do, and the shop presents all of their custom made products in one convenient location for you.
If you need parts, you gotta checkout the 3WW Parts Shop! Talk related to the 3WW Parts Shop.
Sellers, listing and a selling products. Buyers, purchasing and navigating the shop. Also,
announcements regarding new products and features. We've never had an new member
introduction area, but I think its a bout time we finally get one! If your new to 3WW, stop by in
here, let us know how you found the site, what trikes you've got, and whatever else you'd like!
Although we've got the occasional mullet or mohawk headed weirdo around here, we're a
friendly group of people. Mark-I'm a Kawie hoarder from This forum is for all new member
discussion and interaction, including technical questions and help assistance. We encourage
your posting and discussion to use this area first to familiarize yourself with the site and its
functions first. Electric start for the X? Pictures, Technical questions, and anything else related
to your threewheeler s. So Get in here! Front tire options in 22x Discussion specific to the
Trikefest event. Schedules, questions about Haspin Acres, etc. The scene for three-wheeler
racers all across the country. Motocross, Harescrambles, short track racing, find out about
competitive racing in here! Plan a group ride, find out about a race in your area, three-wheeler
friendly riding spots, and talk about the 3WW annual event Trikefest! Planning, discussion, and
that related to the planned Trikefest Documentary. Who is going to Trikefest Where the cool
kids go to talk about stuff other then trikes. Our highly un qualified group of members can give
you financial advice, diagnose your current health crisis, conjurer up a fix for your ailing air
conditioning system at home, and share your pain over your latest life crisis with a tear in their
beer. What are you doing today? Aggravated someone out bid you? Brand new right side
Tecate shroud? Wanting feedback on a snipe program? All ebay auction links and questions go
in this new forum! You MAY now post links to your own auctions in this section. Honda
FourTrax EX Where we make the United States Presidential Election look like a gentlemanly
game of bridge. Don't be surprised if you're offended. Nothing illegal, nothing pornographic,
and nothing of questionable legality. If your thread got adversarial and magically disappeared,
check here Golfcart Central, AKA them four wheeled contraptions that you know you shouldn't
have. Top end rattle help. My MXZ For the 2 wheelers that are actually more unstable than trikes,
but no one seems to ever remember it. Deer T Boned. I'm new to 3 wheelers and just wondering
what the difference in clutch parts for the different cases. A, or c. I got a good deal on this gem
and want to bring her back to life just wondering Noticed one day a spot under bike. Looked up
and noticed drain tube had gas dripping. Got a new kit from All Balls and rebuilt it thinking it
was a float needle that Remember Me? What's New? The Rules! Member Commencement. Last
Activity: Mark-I'm a Kawie hoarder from New Member discussion. Last Activity: Electric start for
the X? Trikefest Specific Discussion. Racers Lounge. Rides, Events, Locations. Last Activity:
Who is going to Trikefest The Open Forum. Last Activity: What are you doing today? Fracas
Establishment. Last Activity: reprograming conservatives Quad Central. What's Going On?
Today's Birthdays XParker 52 , tonda34 Social Group Discussions. Yt tri moto models I'm new
to 3 wheelers and just wondering what the difference in clutch parts for the different cases. Last
Post By Project-W. O 0 replies , PM. Last Post By briankshanley 0 replies , PM. All times are

GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved. Register Help. Remember Me? What's New? Home
The Front Page. Technical and wrenchin'! Shop Tricks Make wrenching easier! Fan Page. The
Front Page. Imperial Invasion - Ride Report. Who the hell travels across the country to ride
some stupid old 3wheelers in a lifeless desert? A lot of us, as it turns out. Read More 13
Comments. Trikefest Schedule of Events. Read More 10 Comments. The race is Read More 5
Comments. When it started in I launched what I considered at the time kind of a hair brained
idea to make a centralized location for all three-wheeler enthusiasts that manufactured their
own parts to list their products. Performance modifications, reproductions of discontinued OEM
parts were for the first time under one roof instead of scattered out among the forum and
classifieds Read More. Details inside. This is a little bit of a throw back to our original fundraiser
machine back in - I believe it was? It was a super nice condition Big Red back then. We've all
watched Read More 1 Comment. Cheetah High Performance has finally put the long awaited
return of the reproduction Dunlop KT77 tires found on 3rd generation R models, however being
4 ply instead of 2 as per OEM, online for sale. You can get them here! Read More 41 Comments.
After a long awaited arrival, the worlds most NOS first generation R we've ever seen is here and
it's absolutely mind blowing. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved. It is a
warning, perhaps, about how the government, assisted by the mainstream news under any
political party, can take away your free will. A Brief History of the Three-Wheeler
Three-wheelers, as they were casually referred to, have been around since the s. In about five
years during the s, they saw more than two million sales in the country. With their rise in
popularity came a sharp rise in injuries and deaths. CBS News warned there was a high chance
that riders might experience severe injury. According to some in the media, if you were a parent
and bought your child an ATV, you were evil! The claim was that the three-wheel configuration
was flawed. Attorneys for the manufacturers would counter by saying the vast majority of
riders, 99 percent according to them, did just fine. The media retorted quickly, saying what if 1
percent of the airliners crashed? What would the airlines do? What would the public demand?
Those under 18 did have more serious injuries than adults. No one is denying that. But there
were also serious injuries on quads, dirt bikes and street bikes. The Consumer Product Safety
Commission under the Reagan administration stated that by design, three- and four-wheelers
rolled over onto riders easily. But what about the other millions of riders on these
three-wheelers? What about the teens and young adults that took it a step further and actually
raced these death machines at over 70 mph? Why are all these other riders and racers still
alive? Could it be user error? Misuse of a product, such as putting a minor on a machine
designed for an adult? Boozing it up while riding? Throwing your girlfriend on the back with a
design for only one rider? The Real World Ask anyone who has raced motocross or other forms
of on- or off-road racing about the humbling and sometimes painful experience of riding beyond
your own ability. Those in favor of a ban argued a rider had to do more than turn the
handlebars; you had to lean your body into the turn to keep it balanced. These death machines
were banned and the Justice Department announced that manufacturers must stop producing
them. However, some politicians wanted more. Democrat Doug Barnard Jr. Did people die from
riding a three-wheeler UTV? Is one death too many? Of course. No one denies that. In fact, there
were over deaths a year while three-wheelers were in use. Should the American public turn their
brains on and take responsibility for their actions rather than trying to blame an inanimate
object? Only if they want to preserve their freedoms and ability to enjoy their free will. Think
about this combination of attorneys, politicians and the mainstream news telling you over and
over again that something is not safe, so they are going to ban it for you. For even more fun on
wheels, check out our podcast Skillset Live! Get in on the conversation on our social media
pages or pick up a back issue at OutdoorGroupStore. For purposes of clarity, I consent to
Athlon's collection, storage, processing, and transfer of my Personal Data and Non-Personal
Data as defined in the Privacy Policy for the purpose of signing up for the email newsletter.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. That eternal
phrase can be said for almost anything. All things. Pop Culture. Sign up for our newsletter Sign
Up. Jim Meyer. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Save my name, email, and website in this browser
for the next time I comment. Related Stories. Lifestyle February 24, 0. Lifestyle February 18, 1.
Lifestyle February 17, 0. The development comes as the scooter company is marking 75 years
of operations. That was a feat no other three-wheeler had dared to gamble on since the former
Lagos state governor, Mohammed Buba Marwa, introduced tuk-tuk into Nigeria. Same belief
was even further reinforced by the follow-up launch of Superkeke RE, the most superior keke
ever seen in Nigeria. J Okocha, who Stallion Auto Keke Limited appointed as a brand
ambassador and the face of the brand in the country. The RE stormed Nigeria with upgraded
styling, power, equipment, comfort and space. Bajaj Keke revolution in Nigeria did not stop at
reforming the strength and quality of the tricycles. Users, buyers and their family were part of

the bigger plan. Without delay, the promises were put into actions. For instance, in consonance
with its firm belief in equal opportunity for women across all fields, Stallion Empowerment
Initiative SEI , along with Stallion Bajaj, introduced its first batch of 38 assemblers at VON
assembly plant in Lagos Nigeria. That happened in less than six months after the formation of
Stallion-bajaj alliance. As confirmed by participants, the training has changed their lives and
given them a fair playing field to bring out their best and support their families. Also, the
company, in conjunction with Stallion rider Training school, commenced training for
unemployed youth to become tricycle riders. Focusing on driving technique and customer
etiquette, periodic and preventive maintenance of the keke. They were also given the
opportunity to get hired by fleet owners and easy finance facility to own their own keke. The
first edition of the training was held last year October with 55 prospects and there have many
thereafter on a weekly basis. Furthermore, Stallion Bajaj has embarked on an expansive youth
empowerment programme for 3-wheeler mechanics across the country. The initiative was
driven in five towns with more than enrolled mechanics and their families. The enrolment
involved 65 mechanics from Enugu, 57 from Bauchi, 58 from Hadejia, 46 from PortHarcourt and
65 from Kano. Technicians enrolled to show their skills and get an opportunity to win
professional training, workshop shed, workshop flooring and workshop tools and spare parts,
while mechanics competed to show their best skills and training, their families got engaged in
fun day of games, prizes and entertainment. Stallion-bajaj made the foregoing happen in a world
suffering from economic meltdown occasioned by COVID pandemic. The alignment in goals and
objectives of the Stallion group and Bajaj Auto is bound to resort in bounteous economic
benefits for Nigeria and its citizens. Purchase decisions for shoppers on Hyundai model
options. Jaguar joins global race on zero-emission vehicles. The RE stormed Nigeria with
upgraded styling, power, equipment, comfort and spac. You might also like More from author.
Prev Next. Remember me Forgot Password? Welcome, Login to your account. Forget
password? Remember me. No account? Sign Up. Sign in Recover your password. A password
will be e-mailed to you. The 3WW Parts Shop is a unique niche and community driven online
marketplace where all sellers share in the traffic and interest from each others products. Its an
easy to use interface with multiple benefits. Buyers browse, they purchase, you get paid
instantly, you ship. Its that simple. Less money than other online markets and sales outlets. We
do the marketing and promotion so you have less overhead. No upfront fees. No corporate red
tape. Just you, your products, and your customers. You can concentrate on selling without
frustrating policies and procedures found elsewhere. Our seller side and how to list products
with best practices is well documented. But if you'd rather, we'll list your items for you for a
nominal fee. All we need is a 1 page item description sheet filled, and a few pictures via email.
Advice and help is always an email away. A one of a kind spot to list, market, and sell your
products where you are given direct traffic from your desired demographic- the three-wheeling
community, from day one. Each seller shares in the others success by seeing more traffic and
interest viewing the site and subsequently your items. More eyes, more sales. Members design,
manufacture, and sell their own products direct to you - discontinued replacements and
performance components. The 3WW Parts Shop main goal is two-fold. Secondly, to provide for
those in the community that are producing their own parts and components a place for you as
the consumer to easily find and purchase them without having to wade through pages of
auction site results, or confusing forum pages to locate what you want. Our items are broken
into easy to browse and find categories. Whether you want a perfect reproduction piece to
finish off that mint restoration build, or are looking for a high performance upgrade, our
members and our products can provide you what you need. We are also now hosting limited
amounts of quality used 3wheeler parts, and also some new aftermarket general maintenance
and wearable items as well. Both of these types of items and products have been highly
requested in the past, we hope that having them listed here will serve you and your machines
well! Some services such as suspension repair and rebuilding are also offered by our vendors.
If you don't see it, ask us! Unlike most online parts stores - ours hosts some products and items
designed, tested, and manufactured right within our own unique three-wheeler community.
Necessity is the mother of all invention: Some of our vendors have perfected it and we want to
help their products find their way to you. Don't see what you're looking for? Suggest it! Don't
forget to go to the 3WW forum if you have questions or need technical advice with your
machine. Since , over 15 years in development and contributions to helping people just like you.
Nearly 30, members strong, don't forget to use the search feature. We host products and
services for most all makes and models of three-wheeled ATVs. Featuring commonly available
aftermarket replacement parts, performance components, and exclusive reproductions of
discontinued O
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EM components - this is your one stop shop for all parts and items 3 wheeler related. List Your
Products The 3WW Parts Shop is a unique niche and community driven online marketplace
where all sellers share in the traffic and interest from each others products. Register your seller
account now. Register Now. Community Driven Sales A one of a kind spot to list, market, and
sell your products where you are given direct traffic from your desired demographic- the
three-wheeling community, from day one. See all features. Easier shopping, quicker check out,
more mobile friendly. Community Manufactured Parts. Click to See! Now listing quality used
parts. ATC70 Parts. Add to Cart. Stay Updated! Facebook Page. Like Page Liked. About
Community Products Unlike most online parts stores - ours hosts some products and items
designed, tested, and manufactured right within our own unique three-wheeler community.
Need technical help? Disclaimer Information deemed reliable but not guaranteed. Text Block.

